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The week ending January 24 saw Equity Funds post a new weekly inflow
record, breaching the $30 billion mark for only the second time since
EPFR started tracking them in 4Q95. Those flows came on the heels of
last week's inflow, the sixth largest at the time, and takes the month-to-
date total over $70 billion.

In our view, these remarks suggest BI would like to see some 
appreciation of IDR so that she can replenish FX reserves at cheaper 
FX rates

My focus is on the Output gap -- or the difference between the potential
growth in GDP and actual growth. At the peak of the last cycle, it
touched 0.5% meaning we were growing 0.5% more than potential. In
the latest read, we’re a tad over 0.2% (as of Q3).

A new year has breathed a new lease of life into Spanish markets which
had been hampered by heightened volatility linked to Catalonia's bid for
independence in Q4.

From a broader perspective, the general market narrative is that
Japan’s BoJ will retain its ultra-loose monetary policy.

An absolute stunner. Sometimes the data makes you question
previous reads, it's so big. This is one of those weeks.

The 10-year HGB/CZGB yield spread has narrowed more than 
200bp since 2017-start, to record lows, sub-20bp (see below). This 
dynamic has been a function of the divergent monetary policies

Leading up to the March ECB meet it will be interesting to see
whether there is more official pushback to rate hike pricing … and
whether the market will take note.

Asia HY once again outperformed EM Asia IG, with rising US Treasury
yield continuing to have an impact. New issuance remains strong.

Buy any near term corrective narrowing towards 38.0 in
anticipation of a resumption of broader widening targeting 48.5
then 52.5/58.0. Place a protective stop under 32.0.

Look to buy any dips toward the 107.32/105.53 zone. Clearance of
111.48/112.06 suggests a bullish resolution.
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Know the Flows

The Context

By Cameron Brandt, Director of Research

During 2017 the Bond Funds tracked by EPFR took in more than twice
the amount committed to Equity Funds despite being collectively out-
performed by a 6-to-1 margin by the latter. Investors are now
scrambling to make up lost ground. The week ending January 24 saw
Equity Funds post a new weekly inflow record, breaching the $30 billion
mark for only the second time since EPFR started tracking them in 4Q95.
Those flows came on the heels of last week's inflow, the sixth largest at
the time, and takes the month-to-date total over $70 billion.

Also seeing record setting inflows during the week were Global, UK and
Argentina Equity Funds and Technology Sector Funds. The UK figure
was, however, tied to a single fund group, as were the record inflows
posted by Inflation Protected and UK Bond Funds.

The previous record for all Equity Funds, set in late 4Q14, rested heavily
on the appetite of risk averse investors to the US recovery story and was
magnified by the reinvestment of dividends paid out the previous week.
This week's number was more broadly based, with US, Global, Japan,
Europe and Emerging Markets Equity Funds all absorbing over $3
billion. Overall, EPFR-tracked Equity Funds absorbed a net $33.2 billion
during the third week of January versus $3.9 billion for Bond Funds,
$3.7 billion for Money Market Funds and $1.3 billion for Alternative
Funds.

At the asset class and single country fund levels, flows into China and
Hong Kong Equity Funds hit 133 and 144-week highs respectively, Italy
Equity Funds posted outflows for the 12th time in the past 13 weeks and
redemptions from Australia Equity Funds hit levels last seen in mid-
3Q16. Bank Loan Funds enjoyed their biggest inflow since early 2Q17
and flows to Total Return Bond Funds climbed to a 13-week high.

With one of the so-called FANG (Facebook, Amazon, Netflix and Google)
plays reporting better than expected 4Q17 earnings and the other three
due to report next week, investors piled into EPFR-tracked Technology
Sector Funds during the third week of January. They also regained their
appetite for exposure to gold, helping Commodities Sector Funds post
their biggest inflow since late March of last year, and committed solid
sums of fresh money to Financial and Utilities Sector Funds.

The record setting flows into Technology Sector Funds, meanwhile,
were broadly based. Over two dozen funds attracted $10 million or
more, and the mandates of the funds posting the biggest inflows during
the week ranged from semiconductor to artificial intelligence plays.

For further information on EPFR, please visit:
https://financialintelligence.informa.com/products-and-services/data-analysis-and-tools/epfr

Back to Index Page

https://financialintelligence.informa.com/products-and-services/data-analysis-and-tools/epfr
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Nothing Exceeds Like Excess

The Context

By David Ader, Chief Macro Strategist

My focus is on the Output gap -- or the difference between the
potential growth in GDP and actual growth. At the peak of the last
cycle, it touched 0.5% meaning we were growing 0.5% more than
potential. In the latest read, we’re a tad over 0.2% (as of Q3). That’s
not really a warning just yet, but certainly has inflationary
consequences assuming it persists. It’s also the first time it’s been
positive since Q4 ’07.

While hardly as predictive as, say, an inverted yield, it’s notable that this
measure reaching positive territory has come before at least the last
seven recessions. It also stays in positive territory for at least eight
quarters before a recession.

Now you and I can go back and forth on its level and history, which
does not suggest this cycle is nearing an end or a threat to stocks -- I’ll
show this in a second.

Let me start. As per the charts, it’s evident that when there’s a
negative Output Gap, meaning potential GDP is higher than actual,
inflation tends to fall and vice versa. There used to be a lag, in the 70s
and 80s, but that seems to have narrowed. Indeed, post 1990, a
narrowing of the Output Gap from negative to positive has not had
much of an impact on inflation suggesting productivity growth was at
hand. Well, that, and of course the disinflationary impact of China and
developing Asia coming on board. I imagine those two influences alone
account for the bulk of the disinflation story though I’ve not done the
work to prove it. Tell me what else may have been involved; I’d
appreciate it.

This is an excerpt from Ader’s Musings. For the full article, please click HERE.
Back to Index Page

https://financialintelligence.informa.com/resources/product-content/ader-steady-at-the-fed-sideways-in-the-market
https://igm-novus-production-uploads.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/upload/asset/77623/Ader_FI_musings_-_26_January_2018.pdf
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Spain Enjoying Its Time Back In The Sun

The Context

A new year has breathed a new lease of life into Spanish markets which
had been hampered by heightened volatility linked to Catalonia's bid for
independence in Q4.

However, while the political situation has reached something of a
temporary impasse, the economic fallout from the region's declaration
of independence has largely been contained, allowing investors to
switch their focus back to what has been an impressive economic
performance from the nation.

The Spanish economy is expected to grow 0.8% in Q4 2017, mirroring
Q3 and taking FY 2017 expansion to 3.1%, the third year in a row that
growth has exceeded 3%. This has coincided with a steady fall in
unemployment and the general government deficit.

This has triggered notable gains across Spanish markets in recent weeks,
a scenario which was reinforced by Fitch Ratings decision to upgrade
Spain's long-term foreign currency rating by one notch to A- from BBB+
with a stable outlook on Friday 19th Jan.

“Spain is continuing to benefit from a reduction in macroeconomic
imbalances underpinned by a strong, relatively broad-based, economic
recovery," the ratings agency said, as it returned the sovereign to single-
A status for the first time since 2012.

This upgrade by Fitch means that the agency rates the sovereign one
notch higher than Standard & Poor's (BBB+) and two levels higher than
Moody's (Baa2). S&P has Spain on positive outlook, however, and is also
expected by many to upgrade the sovereign to A- at its forthcoming
review on 23rd March.

By Andy Perrin, Head European Research & 
Ed Blake, Chief FI Technical Analyst Europe

At the time of writing on Thursday morning in London, the yield on the
Spanish on-the-run 10yr Bono (1.45% Oct 2027) was ca. 2bp higher
intra-day, although this was still 6bps below where it was at the start of
the week and ca. 23bps down from where it started the year (1.59%).

Meanwhile, the 10yr spread to Bunds hit 78bps on Wednesday
(24th Jan) which marked its tightest level since 2010, and as a more
recent comparison, was ca. 37bps tighter than where it closed out 2017:

Continued on next page

New 10yr Bono blows the doors off

This provided the perfect market backdrop for Spain to return to the 
bond market this week, with the sovereign targeting the 10yr part of 
the curve with its first syndicated benchmark of the year, as it has in 
every other year since 2013.
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Spain Enjoying Its Time Back In The Sun … cont’d

The Context

Joint-bookrunners Barclays, BBVA, Citi, HSBC, NatWest Markets and
Santander opened books on the long 10yr Bono (due 30-Apr-2028) at
guidance of m/s +50bps area.

This triggered a stampede for paper resulting in a blowout book in
excess of EUR43bn with limited price sensitivity (including EUR6.25bn
JLM interest), which boasts the largest order book ever recorded for a
Spanish syndicated bond. This comfortably allowed the leads to fix the
reoffer spread 4bps tighter at m/s +46bps.

Calculating fair value on the new Apr 2028 line was challenging as it had
largely been one-way southbound traffic for Spanish yields since before
the Fitch upgrade.

However, levels taken when the mandate was announced the day
before pricing indicate that Spain managed to secure funding ca. 1.5bps
inside its curve, although that differs notably from the official word
which pegged the NIP at 4bps.

Either way this was an excellent result for the sovereign which,
according to Informa Financial Intelligence (IFI) data, also equals the
largest EUR-denominated conventional vanilla bond ever issued by
syndication after Spain itself priced a EUR10bn long 10yr Bono (30-April-
2024) back in January 2014.

Spanish stocks also in the ascendancy

It has not just been Spanish government bonds which have been buoyed 
by the rebound in sentiment, however, with Spanish equities also having 
been riding high of late.

The IBEX 35 index has gained over 5.3% since the start of the year and 
at the time of writing was at its highest level since August 2017, as the 
following chart illustrates:

Continued on next page
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Spain Enjoying Its Time Back In The Sun … cont’d

The Context

This is also borne out by Spanish equity fund flows data from EPFR
Global, which outlines further significant inflows this month (to
23rd January).

So where do we go from here?
IFI technical analysts note that these cumulative flows are accelerating
the broad uptrend which helps underpin our longer term bullish bias:
•The recent clearance of 10594 (1 Nov 17 peak) suggested completion
of a five-month higher base over 9889 (15 Nov 17 low).
•A sustained break of 10594, then 10758 (8 Aug 17 lower high) would
confirm this formation, signal a return to 11184 (8 May 17, 29-month
peak).
•Firming daily/weekly studies underpin and sustained strength through
11184 would initially expose strong resistance clustered between
11264/11293.
•This consists of a .382 projection of 7579/11184 off 9889, a .618
projection of 5905/11884 off 7579 and recent 9889/10594 base target
•From here, only below 10396 (19 January minor higher low) would
delay and signal extended ranging over 9889 before the long term
uptrend resumes.

Back to Index Page
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Bullish on Yen With More BoJ Tweaks Eyed   
By Jian Hui Tan,  IGM Head of APAC Fundamentals  

Kuroda's Davos comment had to be downplayed by the BOJ

 BoJ Governor Kuroda stated in Davos that there are some
indications of wage growth picking up, with an increase in prices and
inflation expectations (both mid and long-term) which were
previously weak having started to rise.

 He also sounded more optimistic on hitting the 2% inflation target,
stating that they are finally close to doing so.

 This reinforced the tweaked inflation statement from last week's
policy meeting and re-fuelled market expectations of an upcoming
policy tweak.

The fact that the market picked on his comments to drive a renewed
Yen rally prompted a BoJ spokesman to belatedly refute such a view and
clarify Kuroda's comments, stressing they were not materially different
from either the guidance in the policy statement or quarterly outlook
report (i.e. 2% inflation will likely be met around FY2019) and that QQE
will remain in place.

A few within the BOJ start to see the need to discuss policy tweaks

 While some suggest that traders are over-interpreting the BoJ's
communications, the fact of the matter is that a few BoJ members
are starting to see the need for discussions on YCC tweaks due to
the belief that the economic recovery will spur inflation.

 There's also inherent concern within the CB on both how best to
maintain the sustainability of the huge QQE program and its
negative impacts. This was evident in the latest minutes.

 The nuanced view is that the BOJ has already started "stealth
tapering" in 2017 via its YCC strategy.

While a QQE exit won't be seen anytime soon, we are still expecting
there to be a YCC tweak, with the window opening in Q2. This is to
facilitate the sustainability of the stimulus program.

We are bullish on the Yen over the mid-term

 The Yen initially rallied after Governor Kuroda's Davos comments
before paring some of its gains after the clarification.

 While there was an opening dip on Monday, it has since found
buying interest from Japanese banks.

In the mid-term, we hold a bullish Yen view on the basis of potential
YCC tweaks and normalization talks, eyeing a mirror of the Euro's 2017
rally driven by the ECB taper speculation. Any safe-haven flows on trade
war/equity market correction may well provide the stage for another
bout of Yen strength.

 From a broader perspective, the general market narrative is that
Japan’s BoJ will retain its ultra-loose monetary policy.

 However the BoJ's recent mixed/conflicting guidance has meant
that speculation of policy tweaks continue to bubble under the
surface.

 We suspect that speculation of BoJ policy tweaks won't go away,
which means the greater risk is tied to a market shift which would
intensify a strong Yen bias.

Back to Index Page
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Asia Credit Strategy: HY Outperforms IG; Selected Tech Names Offer Good Value
By Tim Cheung, IGM Head 0f China; Riki Zhang, Analyst Asia IG, despite six notches of rating differential. That makes Asia HY

offer much less value relative to similarly-rated US HY, and other EM
regions.

Merely based on valuation comparisons, these people are right.
However, they overlook the higher sensitivity to interest rates and
underperformance issues. Now the market consensus is the Fed will
hike 3-4 times this year.

We reiterate our view, which was first given in the article "Looking Into
2018: What are our favourite EM Asia credits for next year?" dated 18
Dec, that Asia HY bonds will outperform IGs in 2018 after the Fed raised
rates in Dec FOMC meeting and retained a projection of three hikes next
year. Although the Asia HY/IG spread multiple is currently standing
below the 5-year average, we still expect the multiple to remain low
given that historically IG papers, which have higher sensitivity to interest
rates, underperform in a monetary policy tightening cycle.

Some people would argue that Asia IG, despite being tight by historical
comparisons, still offers value (around 30bp spread pick-up for IG
corporates and 51bp for financials) against similarly-rated US IG. While
Asia IG trades 60-70bp inside of CEEMEA and LATAM, such basis is well
justified by two to three notches of ratings differential. From this
perspective, Asia HY valuations look more stretched at just 220bp wide of

Overall returns YTD for Asia credit investors are not particularly
encouraging.

Taking a look at JACI indices, we note that:
• Asia overall: -0.2%, vs 2017-end
• Asia Investment Grade (IG): -0.4%, vs 2017-end
• Asia High Yield (HY): +0.5%, vs 2017-end

Asia HY once again outperformed EM Asia IG, with rising US Treasury
yield continuing to have an impact. New issuance remains strong. The
macro backdrop continues to lend support to Asia credit with the
rebound in China growth (6.9% for 2017 full-year), strong technicals
from Asian outbound investments, and low recession and default risks
globally.

Continued on next page

As far as supply is concerned, there is a good chance that 2018 will be
the heaviest January ever for Asia Ex-Japan G3 currency debt issuance.
With China's top policymakers flagging their intention at the closing of
the Central Economic Work Conference (CEWC) on 20 Dec to intensify
the financial deleveraging push in 2018, we suspect both onshore and
offshore debt financing by Chinese entities will slow this year. As shown
in chart 1, this would make gross (net) supply of Asia bonds for year
2018 close to $260bn ($140bn) rather than $330bn ($210bn).
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HY Outperforms IG; Selected Tech Names Offer Good Value … cont’d 

Admittedly, supply-side factors could be less favourable to HY if Beijing
surprisingly makes a strong deleveraging push later this year, as a result,
driving up onshore financing costs drastically and forcing a lot of
Chinese HY issuers (especially the property developers) to refinance
their debt obligations offshore. This is a risk indeed, which is however
less likely to materialize in H1 than in H2 of the year, in our view.

As said in the article "Looking Into 2018: What are our favourite EM
Asia credits for next year ?" dated 18 Dec, we are particularly bullish
towards IT names. We hereby reiterate our bullish view on this sector.
We particularly like TENCNT 2028 and BABA 2027.

In our view the long end of China's information tech sector will be a
carry story and some premium will be there to reflect scarcity value of
high quality long-dated papers (chart 2). We find the relative valuation
of TENCNT 2028 (Z+99bp) attractive, offering a decent pickup over
similarly rated US peers, including AMZN 2027 (Z+65bp) and IBM 2027
(Z+50bp). Meanwhile, BABA 2027 (Z+96bp) is also a good bargain. It
currently offers a pickup over similarly rated AMZN 2027 (Z+65bp) and
trades outside lower-rated ATVI 2027 (z+87bp).

Back to Index Page
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Despite continued liquidation of bond portfolios by foreign investors
and a further widening of the current account deficit (possibly to 1.6%
in 2018, vs 1.5% in 2017), the basic balance is very likely to stay positive
this year on an increase in FDI (chart 2). In our view, quite a large
percentage of the anticipated FDI increase will be related to China's
One Belt One Road program.

The Context

BI and The Indonesian Rupiah
By Tim Cheung, IGM Head 0f China; Riki Zhang, Analyst 

Bank Indonesia (BI) officials recently attended a client conference
conducted by Citibank in Hong Kong. As per Citi, BI officials in the
conference re-iterated Indonesia's weaker reserve coverage versus some
peers in the region and that they would happier to see it increase.
However, the officials no longer reiterated a desire to have a "slightly
undervalued" IDR, which was a common statement last year.

In our view, these remarks suggest BI would like to see some IDR
appreciation so that she can replenish FX reserves at cheaper rates.
However, IDR appreciation against the USD, if any, would come only
gradually because liquidation of onshore IDR bonds by foreign investors
remains quite predominant (chart 1), which should keep IDR from
rallying against the USD rapidly. That's why the IDR had been under
pressure against other EM Asia FX, except PHP, throughout H2 2017.

Due to BI's FX reserves being at a multi-year high (chart 3), a big selloff
in the IDR vs USD similar to that we saw in Q4 last year is unlikely to
occur in H1 this year.

Taking BI officials' view that Indonesia's FX reserves remain weak vs
some peers in the region, we expect BI, which of course wants to
replenish its FX reserves at better rates, will let USD/IDR fall to the
12700-13000 area over the next few months, especially in the
prevailing weak USD environment.

Back to Index Page
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UK INFLOWSSSSSSSSSSS! 
by Tony Nyman, Head G10 FX

An absolute stunner. Sometimes the data makes you question previous
reads, it's so big. This is one of those weeks.

We wrote last week that two out of three ain't bad and that inflows in
the week to Jan 17 of $ 199mn were ‘slightly encouraging’.

In the week, to Jan 24, via data from EPFR, we can see that UK focused
equity ETFs/mutual funds (all domiciles) produced inflows of
$3010.9mn, a clear record high.

It continues to be encouraging, although there is so much negotiation
still to come, amid a growing feeling that the UK economy is/will
survive Brexit, as is perhaps evidenced by firmer than expected UK Q4
GDP of 0.5% q/q.

Is it just that? So we go to EPFR far more:

 Equity Funds posted a new weekly inflow record, breaching the
$30bn mark for only the second time since EPFR started tracking
them in late 1995.

 The UK figure was, however, tied to a single fund group (from
mainland Europe), as were the record inflows posted by Inflation
Protected and UK Bond Funds.

Clearly, it wasn't about UK data during the period, which was
highlighted by a far weaker than forecast -1.5% m/m UK retail sales in
Dec. However, French President Macron suggested ‘the UK could get a
special trade deal with the EU after Brexit' (although he did warn the UK
would not have full access to the single market without accepting its
rules, writes the BBC).

Net outflows post Brexit result now stand at $8880.9mn vs $11891.8mn
the week previous and just off the $12090.8mn worst peak hit just two
weeks ago!!!!

AHEAD - Let's see if the trend continues, i.e. from three out of four
weeks. Or was it just a one off? We suspect after the week we had Gbp
wise (whoosh and a new 1.040/1.45 Cable range) more funds will join
the fray.

Back to Index Page
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Has The Narrowing Of The 10-yr HGB/CZGB Spread Run Its Course?
By Natalie Rivett, Emerging Market Analyst

10-year IRS tenders, that are intended to further flatten the yield curve
that is deemed too steep compared with international peers.

These divergent monetary policy stances may prove no less apparent
next week, when both central banks hold their first meetings of
2018. There is no reason to believe the NBH will not remain committed
to its dovish bias on January 30th, while the door remains open to
another 25bp hike from the CNB the following day, after the rate pause
last month. This should ensure Hungarian focused bond funds remain in
favour over their Czech counterparts, at least in the short term (see
below for the past three month trend).

The 10-year HGB/CZGB yield spread has narrowed more than 200bp
since 2017-start, to record lows, sub-20bp (see below). This dynamic has
been a function of the divergent monetary policies of the NBH and CNB
that has driven the 10-year Hungarian bond yield down into uncharted
waters and sent its Czech peer advancing to multi-year highs.

Indeed, whilst the CNB has pursued a course of policy tightening, having
now hiked its key rate by 45bp since August, against a backdrop of
accelerating inflation above the central bank’s 2% target, the NBH has, by
contrast, remained committed to an ultra-loose monetary policy stance
on the expectation that its 3% CPI target will not be sustainably achieved
until mid-2019. This led to a fresh round of easing last week, via 5 and

Continued on next page
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Has The Narrowing Of The 10-yr HGB/CZGB Spread Run Its Course? … cont

However, it may be the case that bond yields have reached their
extremes, or are at very least close to doing so, thus leaving little scope
for further tightening of the 10-year HGB/CZGB spread. This is based
on a couple of key factors, one being that the CNB is already ahead of
the tightening curve not just relative to the CEE, but to the ECB, which
should ensure the Czech central bank proceeds with some caution (the
markets are pricing in gradual hikes for 2018 - two full 25bp increases).

At the same time, we are still of the opinion that the NBH has reached
peak dovishness and will be forced to tighten policy sooner than 2018-
end if CPI accelerates faster than expected and the implied policy rate

suggests that the market consensus is pivoting to this view (now pricing
in 20bp hike to key policy rate by year-end).

Hungarian bonds and swap rates were subjected to some profit taking
following last week’s IRS auction, which saw the NBH offer a more
cautious 38bp discount to the market than was expected by traders, on
the basis that the bank offered a 40-50bp concession at its previous
sales in 2014-16. Some stabilisation has since ensued (see below), but
there is still a lot of uncertainty regarding the longer-term potential
impact of the tenders and so, investors will be closely watching the next
sale on February 1st, while the NBH policy statement may also clarify
the bank’s intentions.

Back to Index Page
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Since early last Dec, the Eur OIS curve has shifted significantly higher
and steepened a touch, implying earlier and faster ECB rate hikes.

More ECB Rate Expectation Pushback On The Way?
By Marcus Dewsnap, Senior Editor/Analyst

We do not yet know the magnitude of rate moves i.e. 5/10/20bp. Of
these 10bp is more likely, but 5 for starters can’t be ruled out. At the
recent ECB meeting, President Draghi attempted to convince the market
of the low probability of a rate hike this year (‘unlikely’ doesn’t mean it
won’t happen). On-net, Draghi’s pushback didn’t really make a material
difference here, and ultimately that might not be a bad thing as Central
Bankers currently at least do NOT like to surprise the markets i.e. there
is some hike premium priced-in shortly after September’s possible hard
QE-end. This still leaves 9 bp of tightening priced-in for this year and
circa 40bp for both 2019 and 2020 (see next graph).

Adjusting for the Depo Rate ‘wedge’ (i.e. take off 6bp off 1-month OIS
rate) and a 10bp Depo Rate hike is just about priced-in by end-Jan 2019.

Leading up to the March ECB meeting, with accompanying staff
forecasts, it will be interesting to see whether there is more official
pushback to rate hike pricing … and whether the market will take note.

Back to Index Page
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EURO$ M8-M9 Spread – Widening Targets 48.5/52.5, Perhaps 58
Technical Analysis by  Ed Blake

Back to Index Page

 Recent widening through 32.5 completed a
seven month inverted head/shoulders base
over 16.5.

 Subsequent widening cleared a 50mth
tentative falling trendline to threaten 46.0
(2017 top posted 10/14 Mar).

 Strengthening daily-monthly studies suggest
fresh tests of key resistance at 48.5 (2016
high/H&S target).

 Beyond then opens levels from 2014 at 52.5
(near a long term equality projection at 53.5)
then 58.0.

 Corrective narrowing cannot be ruled out, but
dips should resolve quickly and hold well
above the inverted H&S trigger at 32.5.

IFI Research’s global team of Technical Analysts constantly look for interesting patterns in prevailing price action of a broad range of 

currency pairs, fixed income and commodity products.  We will highlight the most compelling on these pages.  For information on the full 

spectrum covered, please contact your Account Manager.

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Buy any near term corrective narrowing towards
38.0 in anticipation of a resumption of broader
widening targeting 48.5 then 52.5/58.0. Place a
protective stop under 32.0

Resistance Levels 

R5 58.0 4/6 March 2014 lower high 
R4 53.5 Equality projection of 11.5/48.5 from 16.5 
R3 52.5 10/11 April 2014 lower high 
R2 48.5 2016 high - 16 December, 7mth inverse head and shoulder target and 61.8% of 71/11 fall 
R1 46.0 2017 high – 10/14 March 

Support Levels 

S1 40.0 23/24 January 2018 minor higher low, near a former 50mth tentative falling trendline 
S2 34.0 11 January 2018 minor higher low 
S3 32.0 2018 low – 3 January, near the inverted head and shoulders base trigger at 32.5 
S4 26.0 13 December 2017 higher low 
S5 23.0 4/13 October and 8/28 November 2017 higher low 
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USD/JPY – Catch A Falling Knife?
Technical Analysis by  Andy Dowdell

Back to Index Page

• Breaking sharply lower since the start of the
year, but the longer-term structure remains
broadly flat.

• Move lower is starting to look extended,
although no obvious signs of a slowdown in
momentum as yet.

• Flat longer-term MA’s raise the probability of a
snap back/reversion.

• Room to extend lower, but the strong
107.32/105.53 area should attract bids (near
21-month rising trendline).

• Over 111.48/112.06 suggests that a low is in
place, re-opening 114.73/115.51 ahead of
potential 118.66 re-test.

IFI Research’s global team of Technical Analysts constantly look for interesting patterns in prevailing price action of a broad range of 

currency pairs, fixed income and commodity products.  We will highlight the most compelling on these pages.  For information on the full 

spectrum covered, please contact your Account Manager.

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Look to buy any dips toward the 107.32/105.53
zone. Clearance of 111.48/112.06 suggests a
bullish resolution.

Resistance Levels 

R5 118.66 15 December 2016 high 
R4 115.51 10 March 2017 high, near the 6 November 2017 high at 114.73 
R3 113.75 12 December 2017 high, near the 8 January 2018 high at 113.39 
R2 112.06 2 January 2018 low, near the 18 January 2018 high at 111.48 
R1 110.84 27 November 2017 low 

Support Levels 

S1 107.32 8 September 2017 low 
S2 106.52 61.8% of the June 2016-December 2016 rally 
S3 105.53 28 October 2016 high 
S4 103.65 76.4% of the June 2016-December 2016 rally 
S5 101.20 9 November 2016 low 
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